
  Brenda Brewer:  Welcome all to CCT Review Safeguards & Trust SubTeam Meeting #7 on 28 April.  

Please note, this call is being recorded. 

  Eleeza Agopian:  GOod  morning. :  ) 

  K:  K is Karen Lentz - trying to fix it in the pod 

  Gaongalelwe:  good day! 

  Drew Bagley:  Good morning all 

  Pamela Smith:  Thanks, Karen! 

  Pamela Smith:  I can fix it for you. 

  Drew Bagley:  What do we press again to mute and unmute the phone? 

  Brian Aitchison:  *6 

  Drew Bagley:  Thanks! 

  Brian Aitchison:  np 

  Karen Lentz:  thank you Pamela! 

  Pamela Smith:  Gao, I enabled a mic for you. 

  Karen Lentz:  call dropped, redialing 

  Gaongalelwe:  thanks Pam 

  Carlos Raul Gutierrez 2:  sorry 

  Carlos Raul Gutierrez 2:  lost the bridge 

  Carlos Raul Gutierrez 2:  iºm back 

  Margie Milam:  yes-- we'll follow up on that 

  Jonathan Zuck 2:  good question Jamie. Good answer Laureen! 

  Jonathan Zuck 2:  cost benefit will end up being the key 

  Francisco Arias:  home and corp 

  Francisco Arias:  mail 



  Jamie Hedlund:  Well no planes fell out of the sky as some predicted 

  Jonathan Zuck 2:  @Jamie, but preventing the high risk strings probably prevent some costly 

implications if no loss of life 

  Jonathan Zuck 2:  and since we're measuring "trust" we're not confined to the high bar that was set at 

risk to life 

  Jamie Hedlund:  absolutely, just some perspective on the claims made before the protections were put 

in place 

  Jonathan Zuck 2:  exactly 

  Laureen Kapin 2:  In terms of action items on name collisions; please include protection measures , 

including instances of "controlled interruption" and studies referenced by Francisco 

  Jonathan Zuck 2:  let's just find the best ways to measure these effects. Thanks! 

  Carlos Raul Gutierrez 2:  mine was going to be VERY short 

  Francisco Arias:  hank you, all. I  

  Francisco Arias:  Thank you, all. I'm leaving the phone bridge now. 

  Pamela Smith:  Thank you for your time, Francisco. 

  Carlos Raul Gutierrez 2:  Gracias Francisco 

  Brian Aitchison:  Have to drop now but thanks. I'll also be presenting on the DNS abuse report on our 

next call 

  Jonathan Zuck 2:  Thanks guys 

  Pamela Smith:  Our pleasure.  Thanks for joining the meeting, all! 

 


